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Language and IntelligenceLanguage and Intelligence

“Understanding cannot be measured by “Understanding cannot be measured by 
external behavior; it is an internal metric external behavior; it is an internal metric 
of how the brain remembers things and of how the brain remembers things and 
uses its memories to make predictions”.uses its memories to make predictions”.

“The difference between the intelligence of “The difference between the intelligence of 
humans and other mammals is that we humans and other mammals is that we 
have language”.have language”.

Jeff Hawkins, “On Intelligence”, 2004

Hawkins’ MemoryHawkins’ Memory--Prediction Prediction 
frameworkframework

The brain uses vast amounts of The brain uses vast amounts of 
memory to create a model of the memory to create a model of the 
world. Everything you know and world. Everything you know and 
have learned is stored in this model. have learned is stored in this model. 
The brain uses this memoryThe brain uses this memory--based based 
model to make continuous model to make continuous 
predictions of future events. It is the predictions of future events. It is the 
ability to make predictions about the ability to make predictions about the 
future that is the crux of intelligence. future that is the crux of intelligence. 

More …More …

“Spoken and written words are just patterns “Spoken and written words are just patterns 
in the world…in the world…

The syntax and semantics of language are The syntax and semantics of language are 
not different from the hierarchical not different from the hierarchical 
structure of everyday objects.structure of everyday objects.

We associate spoken words with our We associate spoken words with our 
memory of their physical and semantic memory of their physical and semantic 
counterparts.counterparts.

Through language one human can invoke Through language one human can invoke 
memories and create next juxtapositions memories and create next juxtapositions 
of mental objects in another human.”of mental objects in another human.”

ConclusionConclusion

Ability to process language will Ability to process language will 
become essential in many computer become essential in many computer 
applicationsapplications

Disruptive TechnologyDisruptive Technology

Heather McCallumHeather McCallum--BaylissBayliss, director , director 
at the Disruptive Technology Officeat the Disruptive Technology Office
Keynote at TREC 2006:Keynote at TREC 2006:
– DTO is set to solve one hard problem:
Human Language
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Is NLP needed?Is NLP needed?

Many Information Retrieval tasks can do Many Information Retrieval tasks can do 
withoutwithout
–– Document retrieval, categorization, Document retrieval, categorization, 

summarization, information filteringsummarization, information filtering
Focus on Document Retrieval reduces the Focus on Document Retrieval reduces the 
need for NLP techniquesneed for NLP techniques
– Discourse factors can be ignored
– Redundant words perform word-sense 

disambiguation
Lack of robustness:Lack of robustness:
– NLP techniques are typically not as robust as 

word indexing

Semantic Document AnalysisSemantic Document Analysis

Question AnsweringQuestion Answering
– Return precise answer to natural language 

queries
Relation ExtractionRelation Extraction
Intent MiningIntent Mining
– assess the attitude of the document author 

with respect to a given subject, e.g.
problem (description, solution), agreement
(assent, dissent), preference (likes, dislikes), 
statement (claim, denial)

– Opinion mining: attitude is a positive or 
negative opinion  

Question Answering is DifferentQuestion Answering is Different

Search Engines return list of Search Engines return list of 
(possibly) (possibly) relevantrelevant documentsdocuments
Users still to have to dig through Users still to have to dig through 
returned list to find answerreturned list to find answer
QA: give the user a (short) answer QA: give the user a (short) answer 
to their question, perhaps to their question, perhaps 
supported by evidence supported by evidence 

TREC 2000 Results (long)TREC 2000 Results (long)
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The Falcon system from SMU was by The Falcon system from SMU was by 
far best performing system at TREC far best performing system at TREC 
20002000
It used NLP and performed deep It used NLP and performed deep 
semantic processingsemantic processing

PiQASsoPiQASso Answer MatchingAnswer Matching
Tungsten is a very dense material and has the highest melting point of any metal.

1 Parsing
………….

2 Answer type check 3 Relation extraction

SUBSTANCE
<tungsten, material, pred>
<tungsten, has, subj>
<point, has, obj>
…

4 Matching Distance

Tungsten

6 Popularity Ranking

ANSWER

5 Distance Filtering

What metal has the highest melting point?

What metal has the highest melting point?

subj lex-mod

obj

mod
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AskMSRAskMSR: Web Mining: Web Mining

1 2

3

45

Step 1: Rewrite queriesStep 1: Rewrite queries

Intuition: The user’s question is often Intuition: The user’s question is often 
syntactically quite close to syntactically quite close to 
sentences that contain the answersentences that contain the answer
– Where is the Louvre Museum located?
– The Louvre Museum is located in Paris

– Who created the character of Scrooge?
– Charles Dickens created the character

of Scrooge.

Query rewritingQuery rewriting

Classify question into seven categoriesClassify question into seven categories
– Who is/was/are/were…?
– When is/did/will/are/were …?
– Where is/are/were …?

a. Categorya. Category--specific transformation rulesspecific transformation rules
e.g. “For e.g. “For WhereWhere questions, move ‘questions, move ‘isis’ to all possible ’ to all possible 
locations”locations”

“Where “Where isis the Louvre Museum located”the Louvre Museum located”
→→ ““isis the Louvre Museum located”the Louvre Museum located”
→→ “the “the isis Louvre Museum located”Louvre Museum located”
→→ “the Louvre “the Louvre isis Museum located”Museum located”
→→ “the Louvre Museum “the Louvre Museum isis located”located”
→→ “the Louvre Museum located “the Louvre Museum located isis””

b. Expected answer “b. Expected answer “DatatypeDatatype” (” (egeg, Date, Person, Location, …), Date, Person, Location, …)
WhenWhen was the French Revolution?  was the French Revolution?  →→ DATEDATE

HandHand--crafted classification/rewrite/crafted classification/rewrite/datatypedatatype rulesrules

Nonsense,
but who
cares?  It’s
only a few
more queries
to Google.

Step 2: Query search engineStep 2: Query search engine

Send all rewrites to a Web search Send all rewrites to a Web search 
engineengine
Retrieve top N answersRetrieve top N answers
For speed, rely just on search For speed, rely just on search 
engine’s “snippets”, not the full text engine’s “snippets”, not the full text 
of the actual documentof the actual document

TREC 2006 QA: FactoidTREC 2006 QA: Factoid
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Best QA Systems at TREC 2006Best QA Systems at TREC 2006

LCC LCC PowerAnswerPowerAnswer (58% accuracy), (58% accuracy), 
LCC Chaucer (54%)LCC Chaucer (54%)
Both use NLP tools to tokenize, POS Both use NLP tools to tokenize, POS 
tag and syntactic parse each tag and syntactic parse each 
questionquestion
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Chaucer: Answer ExtractionChaucer: Answer Extraction

Strategies:Strategies:
1. NE

– select passages containing answer NE
– finds quite high number of correct answers

2. hard pattern-based (hand-crafted rules)
3. authoritative sources (retrieved from Web: 

imdb)
4. soft pattern based (Cui, Kan, & Chua 2004)
5. FrameNet: answer parsed and ranked 

according to semantic frames
6. predictive question-based

FrameNetFrameNet Matching exampleMatching example

Question: How old was Padre Pio
when he died?
– Frames: Age[Padre Pio], Death[Padre

Pio]
Answer: Padre Pio, who died in 1968 
at the age of 81, was right.
– Frames: Age[Padre Pio, 81], 

Death[Padre Pio, 1968]

Answer SelectionAnswer Selection

Uses Textual Entailment systemUses Textual Entailment system
Less formal that logical entailment. Less formal that logical entailment. 
Satisfied is one passage can be Satisfied is one passage can be 
reasonably inferred.reasonably inferred.

NL ParserNL Parser

Parser RequirementsParser Requirements

MultilanguageMultilanguage
– Trainable on annotated corpora
AccurateAccurate
– Close to state of the art
FlexibleFlexible
– Retrainable through unannotated

corpora
EfficientEfficient
– Hundreds sentence/sec
– Deterministic bottom-up parser

Statistical ParsersStatistical Parsers

Major breakthrough in computational Major breakthrough in computational 
linguistics in recent yearslinguistics in recent years
Parser types:Parser types:
– Constituent parser
– Dependency parser
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Constituent ParsingConstituent Parsing

Requires Phrase Structure GrammarRequires Phrase Structure Grammar
– CFG, PCFG, Unification Grammar

Produces phrase structure parse treeProduces phrase structure parse tree

Rolls-Royce Inc. said it expects its sales to remain steady
ADJP

VPNP

S

VP
S

NP

VP

NP
VP

Linear Parsing Model Linear Parsing Model 

GEN

sentence

parse trees

features

0.4650.465 0.6450.645 0.3250.325scores

Statistical ModelStatistical Model

Feature ExtractorFeature Extractor

Scoring function 
F(features)

Statistical ClassifierStatistical Classifier

Given a set of train examples, learn Given a set of train examples, learn 
weights for each features, in order to weights for each features, in order to 
compute scoring functioncompute scoring function

Constituent ParsingConstituent Parsing

GENGEN: e.g. CFG (Context: e.g. CFG (Context--Free Grammar)Free Grammar)
hhii((xx) ) feature of tree feature of tree xx, based on aspects , based on aspects 
of the treeof the tree

e.g.e.g.
h(x) = # of times               occurs in x

A

B C

Constituent ParsersConstituent Parsers

Probabilistic Generative Model of Probabilistic Generative Model of 
Language which include parse Language which include parse 
structure (e.g. Collins 1997)structure (e.g. Collins 1997)
Conditional parsing models Conditional parsing models 
((CharniakCharniak 2000; McDonald 2005)2000; McDonald 2005)

Dependency ParsingDependency Parsing

Produces dependency treesProduces dependency trees
WordWord--word dependency relationsword dependency relations
Far easier to understand and to Far easier to understand and to 
annotateannotate

Rolls-Royce Inc. said it expects its sales to remain steady

SUBJ OBJ

MOD SUBJ

OBJ

SUBJ MODTO
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Generative Dependency ParsingGenerative Dependency Parsing

McDonald et al. 2005McDonald et al. 2005
GENGEN generates all possible Spanning generates all possible Spanning 
TreesTrees
Select Maximum ST with best feature Select Maximum ST with best feature 
vectorvector

Shift/Reduce Dependency ParserShift/Reduce Dependency Parser

Traditional statistical parsers are Traditional statistical parsers are 
trained directly on the trained directly on the task of task of 
selecting a parse tree for a sentenceselecting a parse tree for a sentence
Instead a Shift/Reduce parser is Instead a Shift/Reduce parser is 
trained and trained and learns the sequence of learns the sequence of 
parse actionsparse actions required to build the required to build the 
parse treeparse tree

Grammar Not RequiredGrammar Not Required

A traditional parser requires a A traditional parser requires a 
grammar for generating candidate grammar for generating candidate 
treestrees
A Shift/Reduce parser needs no such A Shift/Reduce parser needs no such 
grammargrammar

Parsing as ClassificationParsing as Classification

Parsing based on Shift/Reduce Parsing based on Shift/Reduce 
actionsactions
LearnsLearns from annotated corpus which from annotated corpus which 
action to performaction to perform at each stepat each step
Proposed by (YamadaProposed by (Yamada--Matsumoto Matsumoto 
2003) and (2003) and (NivreNivre 2003)2003)
Uses only local information, but it Uses only local information, but it 
can exploit historycan exploit history

Parser ActionsParser Actions
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Dependency GraphDependency Graph

DD = {= {dd11, … , , … , ddmm}} set of dependency typesset of dependency types
A dependency graph for a sequence of A dependency graph for a sequence of 

words words WW = = ww11 … … wwnn is a labeled directed is a labeled directed 
acyclic graphacyclic graph

G = (W, A)G = (W, A), where, where
(a) (a) WW is the set of nodesis the set of nodes
(b) (b) AA is a set of labeled arcs is a set of labeled arcs ((wwii, , dd, , wwjj))

wwii, , wwjj ∈∈ WW, , dd ∈∈ DD
(c) (c) ∀∀wwjj ∈∈ WW, there is at most one arc, there is at most one arc

((wwii, , dd, , wwjj) ) ∈∈ AA
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Parser StateParser State

The parser state is a quadrupleThe parser state is a quadruple
〈〈SS, , II, , TT, , AA〉〉, where, where
S is a stack of partially processed tokens
I is a list of (remaining) input tokens
T is a stack of temporary tokens
A is the arc relation for the dependency 

graph

(w, r, h) ∈ A represents an arc w → h, 
tagged with dependency r

Parser ActionsParser Actions

〈〈SS, , ss||II, , TT, , AA∪∪{({(nn, , rr, , ss)})}〉〉
〈〈ss||SS, , nn||II, , TT, , AA〉〉

LeftLeft

〈〈SS, , nn||II, , TT, , AA∪∪{({(ss, , rr, , nn)})}〉〉
〈〈ss||SS, , nn||II, , TT, , AA〉〉

RightRight

〈〈nn||SS, , II, , TT, , AA〉〉
〈〈SS, , nn||II, , TT, , AA〉〉

ShiftShift

Parser AlgorithmParser Algorithm

The parsing algorithm is fully The parsing algorithm is fully 
deterministic:deterministic:
Input Sentence: (w1, p1), (w2, p2), … , (wn, pn)

S = <>
I = <(w1, p1), (w2, p2), … , (wn, pn)>
T = <>
A = { }
while I ≠ <> do begin

x = getContext(S, I, T, A);
y = estimateAction(model, x);
performAction(y, S, I, T, A);

end

Learning PhaseLearning Phase

Learning FeaturesLearning Features

word of the leftmost child nodeW<
lemma of the leftmost child nodeL<
POS tag of the leftmost child node, if presentP<
whether the rightmost child node is singular/pluralM<

lemma of the rightmost child nodeL>

wordW

whether the rightmost child node is singular/pluralM>
POS tag of the rightmost child node, if presentP>

word of the rightmost child nodeW>

morphology: e.g. singular/pluralM
part of speech (POS) tag P
lemmaL

Valuefeature

Learning EventLearning Event

leggi
NOM

le
DET

anti
ADV

che
PRO

,
PON

Serbia
NOM

erano
VER

discusse
ADJ

che
PRO

Sosteneva
VER

context

left context target nodes right context

(-3, W, che), (-3, P, PRO),
(-2, W, leggi), (-2, P, NOM), (-2, M, P), (-2, W<, le), (-2, P<, DET), (-2, M<, P),
(-1, W, anti), (-1, P, ADV),
(0, W, Serbia), (0, P, NOM), (0, M, S),
(+1, W, che), ( +1, P, PRO), (+1, W>, erano), (+1, P>, VER), (+1, M>, P),
(+2, W, ,), (+2, P, PON)
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DeSRDeSR Parser ArchitectureParser Architecture

Modular learners architecture:Modular learners architecture:
– MaxEntropy, MBL, SVM, Winnow, 

Perceptron
Classifier combinations: e.g. multiple Classifier combinations: e.g. multiple 
MEsMEs, SVM + ME, SVM + ME
Features can be selectedFeatures can be selected

Feature used in ExperimentsFeature used in Experiments

LemmaFeaturesLemmaFeatures --2 2 --1 0 1 2 31 0 1 2 3
PosFeaturesPosFeatures --2 2 --1 0 1 2 31 0 1 2 3
MorphoFeaturesMorphoFeatures --1 0 1 21 0 1 2
PosLeftChildrenPosLeftChildren 22
PosLeftChildPosLeftChild --1 01 0
DepLeftChildDepLeftChild --1 01 0
PosRightChildrenPosRightChildren 22
PosRightChildPosRightChild --1 01 0
DepRightChildDepRightChild --11
PastActionsPastActions 11

ProjectivityProjectivity

An arc An arc wwii→→wwkk is projective is projective iffiff
∀∀jj, , ii < < jj < < kk or or i i > > jj > > kk,,

wwii →→** wwkk

A dependency tree is projective A dependency tree is projective iffiff
every arc is projectiveevery arc is projective
Intuitively: arcs can be drawn on a Intuitively: arcs can be drawn on a 
plane without intersectionsplane without intersections

Non ProjectiveNon Projective

Většinu těchto přístrojů lze take používat nejen jako fax ,  ale

Actions for nonActions for non--projective arcsprojective arcs

〈〈ss11||SS, , II, , TT, , AA〉〉
〈〈SS, , II, , ss11||TT, , AA〉〉

InsertInsert

〈〈nn||ss11||SS, , II, , ss22||TT, , AA〉〉
〈〈ss11||ss22||SS, , nn||II, , TT, , AA〉〉

ExtractExtract

〈〈ss22||ss33||SS, , ss11||II, , TT, , AA∪∪{({(nn, , rr, , ss33)})}〉〉
〈〈ss11||ss22||ss33||SS, , nn||II, , TT, , AA〉〉

Left3Left3

〈〈ss11||ss22||SS, , nn||II, , TT, , AA∪∪{({(ss33, , rr, , nn)})}〉〉
〈〈ss11||ss22||ss33||SS, , nn||II, , TT, , AA〉〉

Right3Right3

〈〈ss22||SS, , ss11||II, , TT, , AA∪∪{({(nn, , rr, , ss22)})}〉〉
〈〈ss11||ss22||SS, , nn||II, , TT, , AA〉〉

Left2Left2

〈〈ss11||SS, , nn||II, , TT, , AA∪∪{({(ss22, , rr, , nn)})}〉〉
〈〈ss11||ss22||SS, , nn||II, , TT, , AA〉〉

Right2Right2

ExampleExample

Right2Right2 ((nejennejen → → aleale) and ) and Left3Left3 ((faxfax → → 
VětšinuVětšinu) ) 

Většinu těchto přístrojů lze take používat nejen jako fax ,  ale
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ExampleExample

Většinu lze používat nejen fax ale

jako ,

těchto

přístrojů take

ExampleExample

Většinu lze používat fax ale

jako ,

těchto

přístrojů take nejen

ExampleExample

Většinu lze používat fax

jako

těchto

přístrojů take

nejen

ale

, 

ExamplesExamples

zou gemaakt moeten worden in

zou moeten worden gemaakt in

Extract followed by Insert

Effectiveness for NonEffectiveness for Non--ProjectivityProjectivity

Training data for Czech contains Training data for Czech contains 
28081 non28081 non--projective relationsprojective relations
26346 (93%) can be handled by 26346 (93%) can be handled by 
Left2/Right2Left2/Right2
1683 (6%) by Left3/Right31683 (6%) by Left3/Right3
52 (0.2%) require Extract/Insert52 (0.2%) require Extract/Insert

CoNLLCoNLL--X Shared TaskX Shared Task

To assign labeled dependency structures To assign labeled dependency structures 
for a range of languages by means of a for a range of languages by means of a 
fully automatic dependency parserfully automatic dependency parser
Input: tokenized and tagged sentencesInput: tokenized and tagged sentences
Tags: token, lemma, POS, Tags: token, lemma, POS, morphomorpho
features, ref. to head, dependency labelfeatures, ref. to head, dependency label
For each token, the parser must output its For each token, the parser must output its 
head and the corresponding dependency head and the corresponding dependency 
relationrelation
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CoNLLCoNLL--X: CollectionsX: Collections

5.411.69.81.722.218.95.327.836.415.623.20.011.2% non-project. 
sentences

0.41.51.00.11.91.31.12.35.41.01.90.00.4% non-project. 
relations

1825562125557462652788227DEPREL

50820335114640814761019FEATS

5330373828217752302246330319POSTAG

11143715111520521310122214CPOSTAG

14.811.517.327.018.722.88.917.814.618.217.25.937.2Tokens/sentence 

12.85.011.03.31.59.117.039.213.35.272.757.01.5K sents

190581918929207151700195941,24933754K tokens

BuTrSeSpSlPtJpDeDuDkCzCnAr

CoNLLCoNLL: Evaluation Metrics: Evaluation Metrics

Labeled Attachment Score (LAS)Labeled Attachment Score (LAS)
– proportion of “scoring” tokens that are 

assigned both the correct head and the 
correct dependency relation label

Unlabeled Attachment Score (UAS)Unlabeled Attachment Score (UAS)
– proportion of “scoring” tokens that are 

assigned the correct head

Shared Task Unofficial ResultsShared Task Unofficial Results

974487.7985.190.812987.1584.17Japanese

7274365.2547.582.317769.7958.81Turkish

1,1779683.7374.852.91,42484.6878.35Swedish

7695479.7074.372.420476.0672.35Spanish

5471676.6062.673.09874.7861.97Slovene
67016087.7480.974.91,04487.7079.40Portuguese

3,7561,39984.3179.794.39,31583.3780.01German

92313277.6172.473.367974.9970.49Dutch

6275285.2178.463.238683.0377.49Danish

13,50049680.2269.2012.813,80073.4462.10Czech

47854083.0872.171.81,15686.7681.69Chinese

3538885.9279.171.545287.3982.88Bulgarian

9502474.6959.702.618170.9656.43Arabic

Parse
sec

Train
sec

UAS
%

LAS
%

Parse
sec

Train
sec

UAS
%

LAS
%

MBLMaximum Entropy
Language

Latest ImprovementsLatest Improvements

80.5080.5070.5270.52SloveneSlovene
83.5183.5180.1680.16SpanishSpanish
89.4089.4083.8783.87SwedishSwedish
92.0392.0391.0091.00EnglishEnglish

LASLASUASUASLanguageLanguage

CoNLLCoNLL--X: Comparative ResultsX: Comparative Results

87.7989.0585.1985.86Japanese

87.3985.8982.8879.98Bulgarian

69.7969.3558.8155.95Turkish
84.6884.2178.3576.44Swedish
79.7077.7674.3773.52Spanish
76.6076.5362.6765.16Slovene
87.7486.4680.9780.63Portuguese
84.3182.6080.0178.58German

77.7175.0772.4770.73Dutch
85.2184.5278.4678.31Danish
80.2277.0169.2067.17Czech
86.7684.8581.6978.32Chinese

74.6973.4859.7059.94Arabic
OursAverageOursAverage

UASLAS
Average 
scores from 
36 participant 
submissions

Average 
scores from 
36 participant 
submissions

Performance ComparisonPerformance Comparison

Running an SVMRunning an SVM--based parser based parser 
((MaltparserMaltparser 0.4) on same Xeon 2.8 0.4) on same Xeon 2.8 
MHz machineMHz machine
Training on Swedish Training on Swedish TalbankenTalbanken::
– 390 min
Test on Test on CoNLLCoNLL Swedish test set Swedish test set 
(~5000 tokens):(~5000 tokens):
– 13 min
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Why performanceWhy performance

It can be run on massive collectionIt can be run on massive collection
– Text mining
– Semantic Document Analysis (news)
– Semantic Web
It can be run on your desktop:It can be run on your desktop:
– Desktop search
– Mail analysis (e.g. better spam)
– Semantic document correlation

Revising Parse TreesRevising Parse Trees

RerankingReranking ApproachesApproaches

Base parser produces a set of Base parser produces a set of 
candidate parses, with initial candidate parses, with initial 
associatedassociated
A second statistical model is trained A second statistical model is trained 
on the output trees, using a different on the output trees, using a different 
set of featuresset of features
used to used to rerankrerank these parses these parses 
assigning a score to eachassigning a score to each
RerankingReranking achieves error reduction achieves error reduction 
up to 13% (Collins and Koo 2006)up to 13% (Collins and Koo 2006)

IntuitionIntuition

A dependency parser is mostly right A dependency parser is mostly right 
in identifying chunks in identifying chunks 
Only local corrections are needed to Only local corrections are needed to 
rearrange such chunksrearrange such chunks
Generating several parses would Generating several parses would 
often just repeat the same stepsoften just repeat the same steps

Sample ErrorSample Error Sample errorsSample errors
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Sample ErrorSample Error Revision LearningRevision Learning

Learn tree transformations to correct Learn tree transformations to correct 
errorserrors
Additional information can be Additional information can be 
gathered from treesgathered from trees
Including semantic informationIncluding semantic information
– Named Entity
– Semantic Role Label

What Kind of Tree Transformations?What Kind of Tree Transformations?

Simple to identifySimple to identify
Simple to applySimple to apply
Simplification assumptions:Simplification assumptions:
– No node addition/deletion
– Transformations are Independent 

Revision RulesRevision Rules

Down to token with POS PdP

Down to first right childd+1

Down to first left childd-1

Down to rightmost childd++

Down to leftmost childd−−

First token of following constituent<

First token of previous constituent> 

Head of following constituent]

Head of previous constituent[

Right to the n-th token+1

Left to the n-th token-1 

Up to parentu

DescriptionStep

Top 15 Revision RulesTop 15 Revision Rules

Up down to first right childud+173
To token before constituent<74
Up, up, up, upuuuu82
Down to first right childd+183
To first child token with POS verbdV90
Up down to leftmost childud--103
To token after constituent, then up>u116
One left, up-1u174
To rootr194
One right, up+1u197
Up, up, upuuu215
Head of previous constituent[265
Token to the right+1469
Token to the left-1685
Up, upuu983

Target nodeRuleFreq

Revision ProblemRevision Problem

Given Given GG = (= (ss, , AA)  for sentence)  for sentence
ss = = 〈〈ww11 … … wwnn〉〉

A revision rule is a mapping A revision rule is a mapping rrii : : AA→→AA, , 
such that such that rrii((wwii, , dd, , wwjj) = () = (wwii, , d’d’, , wwjj’)’)

ComputeCompute RR == 〈〈rr1, …, 1, …, rnrn〉〉
Transformed tree: RTransformed tree: R((GG) = () = (ss, , AA’) where’) where

AA’= { ’= { rrii((wwii, , dd, , wwjj)  | ()  | (wwii, , dd, , wwjj) ) ∈∈ AA} } 
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Results: WSJResults: WSJ

–90.3Y&M

–87.3Nivre&Scholz

–91.50McDonald

86.4490.27DeSR-ME-Revision

86.3989.11DeSR-MBL-Revision

86.8588.41DeSR-MBL

83.5384.96DeSR-ME

LASUASParser

Cubic

Linear

RemarksRemarks

Somewhat surprisingly, training for 
revisions on the data produced by 
the more accurate parser gives lower 
error reduction
Suggestion: generate bad parser on 
purpose
For instance: use less training data

Results: SwedishResults: Swedish

84.5889.50Nivre

82.3389.54Corston-Oliver

83.1389.76DeSR-SVM-Revision

83.3188.41DeSR-SVM

LASUASParser

RemarksRemarks

Tree Revision:Tree Revision:
– Simple idea
– Effective
– Can still be improved

TreeBankTreeBank AnnotationsAnnotations

TreeBankTreeBank for Parsing: Constraintsfor Parsing: Constraints

all tokens from the original sentence all tokens from the original sentence 
must be present, including must be present, including 
punctuationspunctuations
no extra tokens must be presentno extra tokens must be present
each token must have exactly one each token must have exactly one 
dependency linkdependency link
dependency links make a tree dependency links make a tree 
without cycles, with a single rootwithout cycles, with a single root
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Adapting Adapting TreeBankTreeBank to Parsingto Parsing

TreeBanksTreeBanks can be designed for can be designed for 
different goalsdifferent goals
– Linguists: representing accurately all 

linguistic phenomena
– Computational linguists:

• statistical analysis
• input for machine-learning tools

– Semanticists:
• analyzers of semantics and discourse 

structure

Dependency StructuresDependency Structures

Dependency formalism is non Dependency formalism is non 
prescriptiveprescriptive
Different ways to represent same Different ways to represent same 
meaningmeaning
For example:For example:
– Coordination (“apples, peaches and 

pears”)
– Preposition-noun relation
– Finite verb to auxiliary relation (“has 

gone”)

Parser AccuracyParser Accuracy

NivreNivre experiments on Swedish experiments on Swedish 
TalbankenTalbanken::
– conjuncts will together with the 

conjunctions form a chain
– Preposition-noun relation: preposition 

becomes the head
– finite verb is the head of the non-finite 

verb
Improvement of 2.4% in UASImprovement of 2.4% in UAS

Example: auxExample: aux

Example: conjunctionsExample: conjunctions Example: relativesExample: relatives

La sostanza contiene iodio, che si trasforma

SUBJ OBJ
SUBJ

INV_SUBJ
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Italian TreebankItalian Treebank

Cooperation with CNR ILCCooperation with CNR ILC
Access to SIAccess to SI--TAL corpusTAL corpus
Working on completing annotation Working on completing annotation 
and converting to and converting to CoNLLCoNLL formatformat
SemiautomatedSemiautomated process: heuristics + process: heuristics + 
manual manual fixupfixup

DgAnnotatorDgAnnotator

A GUI tool for:A GUI tool for:
– Annotating texts with dependency relations
– Visualizing and comparing trees
– Generating corpora in XML or CoNLL format
– Exporting DG trees to PNG

DemoDemo
Available at: Available at: 
http://http://medialab.di.unipi.it/Project/QA/Parsemedialab.di.unipi.it/Project/QA/Parse
r/DgAnnotatorr/DgAnnotator//

DgAnnotatorDgAnnotator ExampleExample Dislocation phenomenaDislocation phenomena

A A MaríaMaría Juan Juan lala viovio ayerayer..
A A tutu hermanohermano Juan no Juan no lolo puedepuede nini verver..
EseEse librolibro el el nionio debedebe leerleerlolo cuantocuanto antes.antes.
A Pedro la A Pedro la cartacarta hay hay queque escribírescribírselasela
pronto.pronto.
I I dolcidolci lili ho ho mangiatimangiati ieriieri..
Di Di questoquesto non non nene vogliovoglio parlareparlare..
A Roma A Roma ioio non non cici vadovado..
Al Al jardíjardí elsels nensnens s’s’hihi diveteixendiveteixen molt.molt.

Opinion MiningOpinion Mining

TREC TREC BlogBlog 20062006

ResourcesResources
Collection of Collection of blogsblogs
– from a crawl of 100,649 RSS/Atom feeds, over 

11 weeks
– Several languages
– Includes spam

Set of 4000 opinionated words, with both Set of 4000 opinionated words, with both 
positive/negative weightspositive/negative weights
– Computed by [Esuli & Sebastiani, 2005] using 

classifier trained on WordNet glosses
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Sample TopicsSample Topics

Larry SummersLarry Summers
MacbookMacbook propro
SkypeSkype 2.02.0
Colbert ReportColbert Report

Opinion RetrievalOpinion Retrieval

Typical 2Typical 2--stage approach:stage approach:
1. Perform IR and rank by topic 

relevance
2. Postprocess results with filters and 

rerank
SingleSingle--stage approach:stage approach:

– Enrich the index with opinion tags
– Perform normal retrieval with custom 

ranking function

Enriched IndexEnriched Index

Overlay words with tagsOverlay words with tags

touchtouch lamelameaaisismusicmusic
44 55332211

NEGATIVENEGATIVE
littlelittle weakweaksoundtracksoundtrack
bitbit plateplateARTART

Enhanced QueriesEnhanced Queries

music music NEGATIVE:lameNEGATIVE:lame
music NEGATIVE:*music NEGATIVE:*

Opinionated proximityOpinionated proximity

Query: proximity 3 [OPINIONATED:* Query: proximity 3 [OPINIONATED:* 
skypeskype]]
SkypeSkype Doesn’t Doesn’t WantWant My MoneyMy Money
… guys working on … guys working on SkypeSkype and and nono
one really took it seriouslyone really took it seriously
Para Para aquellosaquellos queque nono conozcanconozcan
SkypeSkype

AccuracyAccuracy--Performance TradeoffPerformance Tradeoff

48.8048.80University of AmsterdamUniversity of Amsterdam

47.6047.606.28 sec6.28 secUniversity of PisaUniversity of Pisa

52.0052.0012 hours12 hoursUniversity of ChicagoUniversity of Chicago

p@5p@5timetimerunrun
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